Security teams often need to use different security tools to address security gaps and improve their security posture. However, effective security came at the expense of ease of use. Deploying new security products on different agents and platforms can often be cumbersome and a significant cause of friction.

In addition, they need to deal with large volumes of data that lack the necessary context from various siloed sources on a daily basis with little automation, forcing security teams to triage and remediate incidents across different systems manually.

Singularity Marketplace is an ecosystem to help customers extend the Singularity XDR platform with bite-sized, one-click applications. They help enterprises unify prevention, detection, and response across attack surfaces and implement and embrace XDR. With SentinelOne’s Singularity Marketplace, organizations can integrate any security applications and tools regardless of vendor into a single platform with no coding or scripting required. Enterprises can ingest data into SentinelOne and orchestrate responses across every attack surface through SentinelOne or third-party applications.

The Singularity Marketplace unlocks SOAR functionality for all customers with its ease-of-use. Singularity Apps are hosted on Nexus, our scalable serverless Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) cloud platform. Enterprise Security teams can rely on Nexus for secure, high-availability transactional dataflows and integrations across all API-enabled IT and Security tools. With the integration, interesting data becomes 2-way actionable both within the SentinelOne platform and within connected products. Singularity Marketplace enables rapid innovation from our user and partner community and ensures the quality and security of the ecosystem and dataflows.
Sentinel agents for Windows, macOS, Linux, and Kubernetes workloads, are known for their ability to prevent, detect, and respond to threats autonomously. Singularity Marketplace expands the footprint of the capability to your other API-enabled products.

**Key Capabilities**

- **No-Code Automation Ecosystem**
  Singularity Marketplace is an ecosystem of bite-sized Apps for Intelligence, Automation, and Data Integrations extending SentinelOne across the Security and IT stack. No massive time investment, custom business logic, code, or complex configuration necessary.

- **Do More with SOAR**
  Integrate apps in minutes with zero additional infrastructure. Singularity Apps are hosted on Nexus, our scalable serverless Function-as-a-Service cloud platform, and joined together with API-enabled IT and Security controls with a few clicks.

- **Machine Speed Containment**
  Adopt a more aggressive security posture that also lets your team sleep at night by leveraging machine speed automation that neuter adversary tactics in real-time.

- **Unified Cross-System Response**
  Defeat high-velocity threats by driving a unified, orchestrated response among security tools in different domains.

---

**USE CASES**

- **Auto-Ingest from any Data Source**
  Importing data on-demand from additional telemetry, correlating alerts across different tools, CMDB, SIEM, IAM, network, SASE, and email security products to leverage in Singularity data analytics.

- **Auto-Respond Across your Tools with Automation**
  Take relevant response actions such as suspending a user, banning a device from a network, blocking a sending domain on an email gateway, and automatically deploying the Sentinel Agent in an automated way without needing to log in to the console.

- **Auto-Triage Threats**
  Auto triage threats, leveraging continuously updated threat insights and sandbox verdicts to provide contextualized, qualified threat intelligence; enhancing incident triage, post-incident forensics, and red teaming activities.

---

**Innovative. Trusted. Recognized.**

**Gartner.**

A Leader in the 2021 Magic Quadrant for Endpoint Protection Platforms

Highest Ranked in all Critical Capabilities Report Use Cases

**Record Breaking ATT&CK Evaluation**

- No missed detections. 100% visibility
- Most Analytic Detections 2 years running
- Zero Delays. Zero Config Changes

**ITENGenuity.**

98% of Gartner Peer Insights™ Voice of the Customer Reviewers recommend SentinelOne

**About SentinelOne**

More Capability. Less Complexity. SentinelOne is pioneering the future of cybersecurity with autonomous, distributed endpoint intelligence aimed at simplifying the security stack without forgoing enterprise capabilities. Our technology is designed to scale people with automation and frictionless threat resolution. Are you ready?
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